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LGBTQA+ Advisory Board 
Annual Report for academic year 2016-2017 

(Including ambitions for 2017-2018) 
 

FINAL DRAFT as of 7/11/2017 
(Approved by the Board) 

 
MISSON STATEMENT—The LGBTQA+ Advisory Board collaborates with offices and 

programs across campus to provide outreach, support, advocacy and community building 

for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-identified, queer and asexual students, faculty, and staff.  

In alignment with the university’s core values of diversity and inclusion, the advisory 

board works with relevant campus departments and organizations to respond to the 

needs and concerns of UT’s LGBTQA+ community.  

VISION STATEMENT—To promote the visibility and integrity of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, 

trans-identified, queer and asexual community at UT; to provide a voice for the LGBTQA+ 

community at UT in alignment with the university’s core values; to increase the 

understanding that all LGBTQA+ people are affected by intersectional oppressions and 

privilege including, but not limited to, racism, Islamophobia, anti-Semitism, xenophobia, 

sexism, homophobia, classism, and ableism; to act on our understanding of intersectional 

oppression in our commitment to social justice; to increase education and awareness of 

issues important to the LGBTQA+ community on and off campus; to promote programs 

that celebrate and honor the history and culture of the LGBTQA+ community; and, to 

provide programs and support services that promote the personal, intellectual and 

academic growth of LGBTQA+ students and all members of the UT community.  

 

* * * 
 

 
OVERALL—The LGBTQA+ Advisory Board membership grew. That growth enabled the 

board to be more productive in achieving its goals and strengthening its focus by 
creating several sub-committees, each of which actively worked on their agenda 
and tasks. 

 
LEADERSHIP—The Board overwhelmingly thanks the strong and focused leadership of 

Dr. Sharon Barnes (WGST) for serving as chair of this Board, particularly during 
this last academic year where the Board achieved significant growth. For academic 
year 2017-2018, Dr. Glenn Sheldon (Honors) will serve as the chair of the 
LGBTQA+ Advisory Board. 
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MAJOR SUCCESSES 
1.)   Importantly, Sharon Barnes, Cyndee Gruden, Glenn Sheldon, Edith Kippenhan, Lisa 

Kovach and Kimberly Pollauff presented at Faculty Senate in April about the status 
of LGBTQA+ issues on campus and initiated a conversation with the Senators; the 
main issues were gender-neutral bathrooms, the lack of a person in a full-time 
advocacy position, and individuals in high administration positions do not inform or 
consult with the LGBTQA+ Advisory Board on decisions that impact this population 
(see “Major Challenge” below).  

2.)   The administration provided us with a graduate assistant (Danielle Stamper) in the 
OMSS who was dedicated to LGBTQA+ Initiatives for 2016-2017. As a result, we 
have productively revised and strengthened the Safe Place training; Danielle 
Stamper’s efforts this past academic year were exemplary.  

 
MAJOR CHALLENGE—We feel there is a lack of commitment from the administration to 

work with the LGBTQA+ advisory board as UT moves forward with issues that are 
meant to improve the university's environment for the safety of LGBTQA+ 
students, staff and faculty. This message needs to be reiterated to remind the 
administration of their responsibility to all UT students. We understand that staff 
and resources have been/are being shuffled around as dictated by budgetary 
issues. We are surprised, and dismayed, that we were not consulted on the details 
involved here in the OMSS office as well as the Office for Diversity and Inclusion 
in regard to LGBTQA+ Initiatives and the inclusion of Safe Place training in overall 
diversity training. It speaks volumes that the administration makes autonomous 
decisions when clearly, in this case, there are invested individuals who could help 
UT make informed decisions. REMEDY: We sincerely hope this oversight can be 
rectified. Faculty, staff and students are greatly impacted by these administrative 
decisions; furthermore, faculty, staff and students on the LGBTQA+ Advisory 
Board can effectively help to direct precious resources in these financially-
challenging times! 

  
SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
A. Scholarship 

2016-2017:  Members met with invested family members to develop an annual 
LGBTQA+-identified “Latinx” student scholarship (potentially for either a UT 
student or Owens CC student). This scholarship will be in the memory of former, 
late UT student Troy Anaya and late UT faculty member, Dr. Rane Arroyo (both 
gay, “out” and proud Latinos).  
2017-2018: Members will meet with UT development officer to explore avenues 
of implementation and develop and implement fundraising strategies to create an 
ongoing scholarship pool. 

 
B. Solidarity & Collaboration  

2016-2017: The sub-committee explored opportunities for outreach with 
administrators, faculty, staff and campus organizations and recruitment for new 
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board members. Members have been working on: The LGBTQA+ mission 
statement; Policy regarding open door recruitment vs. (previous) invitation-only 
recruitment; capacity of committee members given workloads and other 
obligations. (Since then, the committee has revised and updated the LGBTQA+ 
mission statement and clarified that we would like to move forward with an open-
door recruitment tempered with a recognition of revolving door membership; 
possibility of establishing a smaller steering committee for decision-making).  
2017-2018:  Sub-committee members will work during the summer of 2017 to 
plan a Fall 2017 Mixer and implement ideas to increase our visibility at new faculty 
recruitment; continue conversations regarding Board’s website visibility; host a 
social gathering once a semester; report to Faculty Senate at least once/year; 
continue to reach out to Health Science Campus faculty/staff (Specialized Mixer, 
Dual-Location Meetings); attend other affinity group meetings to talk about who 
we are (Black Faculty and Staff Association, Association of Latino Faculty and Staff, 
PSA, Advisors Group, CWA, etc.); atrategize outreach to staff in general; create an 
alumni affiliate to LGBTQA+ Advisory Board; continue to support our student 
group, Prism. 

 
C. SAFE PLACE/SAFE PLACE 2  

2016-2017: The following were advances for SAFE PLACE Training at the 
University of Toledo: SAFE PLACE is now housed under Dr. Michele Soliz and is 
one of her areas of responsibility in the Office of Diversity and Inclusion; the SAFE 
PLACE Training curriculum has been restructured to include a 3-hour training done 
as a workshop with increased engagement by participants; at end of academic 
year 2016-2017, we now have Danielle Stamper serving as Interim Program 
Coordinator for OMSS (with some responsibilities to SAFE PLACE training); 5 SAFE 
PLACE Trainers were trained with the new 3-hour training; 5 Safe Zones: Training 
Allies of LGBTQA+ Young Adults were purchased.  
2017-2018: Issues regarding SAFE PLACE Training that still need to be resolved: 
continuation of Danielle Stamper as Interim Program Coordinator for for OMSS 
(with some responsibilities to SAFE PLACE training); online list of faculty and staff 
who have signed a SAFE PLACE pledge; online module; ongoing curriculum review; 
what to do with old SAFE PLACE stickers; research reusable “sticker” options; 
research SAFE PLACE 2 training. 

 
D. Gender Identity  

2016-2017: The following were advances for transgender and non-binary 
individuals at the University of Toledo: Preferred first name will now appear on 
Banner; all employee healthcare options will include transgender health care; 
gender-neutral bathroom map on Office of Multicultural Student website; FTM 
support group to start in August 2017; open to UT and community; looking at 17 
and over – concern with excluding UT students under the age of 17.   
2017-2018: Issues regarding Gender Identity that still need to be resolved: 
Accessible gender-neutral bathrooms in all buildings on campus; middle names 
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appearing on university emails and Banner; look at the gender-neutral housing – 
selection process/training for students who do not identify within the LGBTQ 
community or could use more education on gender identity and gender expression; 
develop procedures for students who disrespect transgender or non-binary 
students; complimentary Rocket ID cards for legal name changes; bathrooms in 
Facilities Plan; identify someone to facilitate FTM support group to start in August 
2017; identify someone to facilitate MTF support group. 

 
E. General Divestment  

2016-2017: Sub-committee gathered information and reported back to the 
Advisory Board on such issues as:  Chick-Fil-A; pursuit of a more comprehensive 
divestment agenda.  
2017-2018: Sub-committee will continue to work on goals of 2016-2017. 

 
F. University Policy  

2016-2017: Sub-committee gathered information and reported back to the 
Advisory Board on such issues as:  Banner name change(s); Health care; Faculty 
& Staff training; identifying LGBTQA+ people in the admissions process; preferred 
name option publicity.  
2017-2018: Sub-committee will continue to work on goals of 2016-2017. 

 
 


